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Abstract

The X-ray anisotropic absorption of lael lar multiphase materials wil 1 in-
fluence the accuracy of texture determination. A simple mod is
presented in this work, which enables an approximation to the true texture
in the materials to be obtained using ccnventional texture gonicmeter. By
this method the measur error can e reduced to a certain extent.

I. Introduction

In multiphase materials, X-ray absorption takes place in all phases present
in the materials, deIng on the shape, sze and arrangement of the
phases. Ths effect s particulary strong n lamellar structures such as
eutectilc a11oys. In this case the reflected intensity may depend On the
angle y, a rotation about the dffracton vector ’, addtionally to the
orientation of " with respect to the sample, specified by the pole figure
angles #( ,2,3,4).

l,w, (a#Y): Io V Rw, Pw,(#)Aw,(Y)
where I0 is the intensity .of the incident beam, V is the volune fraction oF
the reflecting phase i, Rmis the reflectivity of the Bragg-reflection
(hkl), P(#) is the (hkl)-pole figure of the phase i and A (:#F) is the
absorption factor of the material, which depends on the three orientation
angles # F.

This effect ust be taken into account in X-ray pole figure measures,
which are thus three-dimensional (#f) instead of the conventional two-
dimensional pole figures (#). The measure of three-dimensional pole
figures may be accmpl ished with a conventional texture gonicmeter with
three rotation axes (X@), This only requires a gecmetrical coordinate
transformation.

# e) (2)

But there are scme technical problems, such as the selfshadowing effect of
equipnent and sample as ell as the severe defocalization caused by devia-
tion of the sample surface frcm the focussing sphere. Hence the measurable
angular rar and the accuracy of the measured intensity will be con-
siderablly limited. It was thus necessary to find a simple and reli-
able method, which al lows us, as exactely as possible, to detemine the
textures of lamellar multiphase materials.
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We consider the case of large but thin lamellae and sufficiently different
absorption coefficients. The absorption factor can be approximated in the
fom

A i i i (3)--_+[ --_ 1 0,
where p is the absorption coefficient of the reflecting phase, R is the
averaged absorption coefficient weighted according to the respective volune
fractions of the phases in the sample, n is the normal direction of the
lanellae and t is the normal direction of the diffraction plane. This
means that the absorption factor takes on its maximun value

Ai = ___1 (4)

in the case of n //t, and it is minintm

Ai =
1 (5)

for n ? t, Thereby it is assul, that the reflecting phase has a lower
absorption coefficient, pi<. If, on the other hand, pi>i] Eq.4 cor-
responds to the minimu and Eq.5 to the maximun value of A i.

There is,in practice, a continuous transition from one to the other limiting
value. Numerical calculation of anisotropic absorption factors for lamel-
lar two-phase materials shows that the transition has different slope, half
maximun width and limiting value depending on the thickness of the lamellae
and the absorption coefficients of the phases/5/. A specific simple case
of lamellar two phase structure, where all lamellae are parallel to each
other and perpendicular to the sample surface and the diffraction vector
perpendicular also to the surface ( = 0, #: 0 ), has been considered.
The calculated absorption factor as a function of the angle is given in
Fig. I. Thereby it is assuned, that the thickness of the lamellae is
naller than or equal to the reciprocal of the absorption coefficients of
the phases in the materials, and that the difference of the lamellar thick-
nesses does not exceed an order of magnitude. The shape of the curves in
Fig. is typical for many practical ly important cases, one sees that the
absorption factor is near to I/D in a wide angular range except for = 0,
where n //t. Hence, an approximation to the true (,)-pole figure can be
obtained by taking the maxinttn or minimun value as a function of ; sepa-
rately corresponding to the two cases, pi < or pi >. On this basis, a
mchod of pole figure measurement in 1aellar multiphase materials was
developed, which uses intensity measure of few ’-values, for example
three -values, for each pole figure point (c).

2. Experimerfcal Technique

2.1 Geonetrical Coordinate Transformation
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Eq.2 can be expressed in the following form/6/
COSCg

COS CO =

snx : sin c. cos F
cososin/co-cos/sinV

sino =
1-sinmF’

cooco-sin#sinF
cose =

In ral case vals e leseFa

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

limited to the range

0< < gO
0< < 360
0 I (experimental symmetry)

(10)

The values of the correspondent Euler’s angles are n the range

0< 90
-90< X < 90
0 e 360

(11)

2.2 Consideration of Defocalization

At :m 0 the sale surface deviates frcm the focussing sphere. A
strr defocalization effect may take place depending on the angle y
(Fg.2). In order to reduce the nfluence of defocalzation on the ma-
sured results, can select an as wide as possible receiving slit. As is
seen frcm Fig.2a, the width d of receiving slit is determined by the radius
r of the round specimen, the Bragg angle O, the allest angle between the
X-ray bea and the sample surface and the gonicmeter radius R

d : 2 rsin(2O-) R-rcos(2O-()]tge (12)

where
R + rcos

cosAe : ,..’ (13)
w/ R+ r+ 2Rrcos

During measu the integral illuminated area always covers the total
surface of the specimen, which was made up into a thn st ice, to
avoid the influence of [nhcm3genous texture or structure. Hence, the
specimen radius can be considered as the size of the llunnated area. A
too wde receiving slit may, however, Iead to overlapping wth the reflec-
tions from other crystal planes. As is llustrated n F[g.2b, the maxmu
and mnimn Bragg-angle corresponding to a given receivtng slt wdth can
be calculated according to the following expressions
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: O+[arcsin
R+rcos(20-o)

rsin
]-ar gl

R-rcos

: 0- [A02+Zl0 2O in i]
in(2-o+0.5d

: O-[arcsin
R-rcos(2 o 

R+rcosc
]-arccos [, ]

/R+ra+2Rrcos

(14)

3. Experimental Results

In order to check the influence of lanellar structure on the taxture deter-
mination, a directional ly solidified lamellar Pb-Sn sample was used, the
longitudinal section of which is shown in Fig.3. Texture measur was
carried out with the automatic texture gonicmeter AIMA-C using a sample
of I0 nm diameter cut parallel to the gr direction. The reflected
intensity was measured as a function of (c/ F) using a new controlling
progr based on the coordinate transformatioh eqs. 6-9. The measus
wre taken with Co-Kcradiation. With the dimensions of the gonicmeter
and the receiving slit a maximu divergence ae = 3 was obtained according
to Eqs. 14-15. Tab.1 shows the o-values of sane neighbouring diffraction
peaks of the coTsite. Hence, the (PPO) pb reflic cId be nasured
fre of superpositi with those conditicms.

0

(21 )s0 26.34 < Om,,)
(220)p 30.76
(301)s, 32.65 >Om,

Tab.1 The Bragg angle of the (220)pdiffraction and its neighbouring
diffraction angles

Sane of the results are shown in Fig.4b. It is seen that the reflected
intensity depends strongly on the angle F, i.e. the Ycation about the
diffraction vector. For ccmparision Fig.4a shows the corresponding results
for a randa eutectic sample.

4. Cclusi

In lallar itiphase nBterials the flected X-ray intensity depds not
ly the usual pole figu angles c,# describing the orientation of the
diffractic vector s but also the rotati angleFabout . This is
cm.d bv th ani sotroDiC structure.
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The effect of anisotropic absorption must be taken into accctr in texture
maasuraT.ent of lmellar ultiphase materials.

The 3-Fme pre in this work can be used to correct the texture
detemination in these materials and reduce the maasu error to a cer-
tain extent.
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1 Normalization of A to the Single P

Normalization of A to the Single Phase Case

0.0* II;0.01

Fig.1

Absorption factor for la-
mel lar structure with the
laellar thickness of m

,/3=0, e:45o

a) = 0.1/l.m, 12= 1.0/I.m
b) i= 1.O/m, ij2= O.1/I.m
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a b

Fig.2 Diffraction gecmetry when the sample deviates frcm the
focussing sphere

-- lOMm

Fig.3 The longitudinal section of the sample
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a b

Fig.4 Measured results of three-dimensional pole figures
a) for randcm sample
b) for directional ly solidified sample


